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ANGLO
AMERICAN

ADVANCING THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY
RICHARD ROBERTS

Anglo American, as
one of the major
diversified natural-
resource players,
has always been
underpinned by a
strong technology
and resource base.
This has served to
maintain the Anglo
Group’s leadership in
key areas of its core
mining activities,
adding significant
value to operations.

“W
E CAN’T CHOOSE

where mineral deposits

are located, or what’s

in them – it’s only our

technology that enables us to find them in the first

place and then exploit them more profitably than

our competitors.” These words of Dave Morris,

head of business improvement at Anglo Base

Metals, sum up nicely the vital importance of

technology to a mining group such as Anglo

American. As with any major mining group,

exploration and the use of technology to turn

identified mineral deposits to account remain the

lifeblood of Anglo. Yet in many senses, the job is

becoming ever more challenging: a century or so of

extensive global exploration means that the chances

of finding a single high-grade deposit that could

dominate world output are unlikely, while the

present commodities boom is pushing exploration

juniors and mining majors alike out towards 

‘new frontiers’ in often remote and inhospitable

territories. Moreover, the combination of elusive and

more complex geology and mineralogy, structural

cost pressures across the global resource industry,

often-declining grades and, until recently, long-term

downward trends in prices in ‘real’ terms (see graph

on page 12) means that continual improvement 

of our technology is imperative if we are to stay in

business and produce the returns demanded by our

shareholders. To quote Anglo’s head of metallurgy

Paul Dempsey, “We need to be capable of developing

leading-edge technology, of applying best-available

technology more quickly and intelligently than our

competitors, and of maximising synergies across 

the Group to ensure Anglo American remains at the

forefront of world mining.” A
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Research tends to play a more ground-breaking

role, identifying new and emerging technologies

and developing them to pilot-plant scale 

before handing them over for full commercial

implementation, as well as assisting with the

rapid transfer of best-available technologies

across Anglo. Anglo Field Services is another 

arm of the Division, and provides specialist 

non-destructive testing and materials consultancy

services to Group companies and other clients on

a global basis.

All the Group’s operating divisions have their

own teams of specialists, and part of the challenge

in a global and diverse organisation such as Anglo

American is to ensure that skills and knowledge

are disseminated across all operations that may

be able to benefit from them. Knowledge

management is becoming a specialist field of

study in its own right. Anglo has invested heavily

in new portal website technology to improve

communication across the Group, and one of the

unexpected benefits of thesource, as Anglo’s

portal is known, is a feature called “Ask Anglo”

that enables any employee to pose a question and

have it answered by an expert from elsewhere in

the organisation. A question on steam utilisation

at Anglo Base Metals’ Skorpion zinc mine in

Namibia has been solved by an experienced

engineer from Mondi, the Group’s paper and

packaging business unit, while a query from 

Chile about truck maintenance procedures has

been answered by a person at a coal mine in 

South Africa more than 9,000 kilometres away.

A fundamental task for any mining company

is to find and prove new mineral deposits and, in

order to do this, Anglo, either on its own or in

partnership, has developed an array of world-class

advanced technologies. The days of the lone

prospector with his pick, shovel and mule are

almost over, since few new deposits are found

outcropping at surface, and specialised instruments

are needed to detect valuable minerals buried

under many metres of soil and rock. Spectrem, a

wholly-owned subsidiary, specialises in the airborne
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Photograph on page 11:
ONE OF THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS is 
the Anglo Platinum
Ausmelt high-intensity
submerged-injection
furnace installed in 
the converting plant 
at Rustenburg, 
South Africa. This
technology was piloted
at Anglo Research
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Source: Anglo American Metal Studies Unit – Anglo Base Metals

The graph shows how technology reduced costs faster than the decline in the real copper price – hence, copper has
remained an attractive investment for efficient producers over the period

c/lb

Copper prices adjusted for inflation and costs

To the man in the street, ‘technology’ usually

means the latest in high-tech gadgetry, but the

reality is more prosaic. Surprisingly, the online

Oxford English Dictionary shows that the word

dates back to 1615 and means ‘the scientific

study of the practical or industrial arts’. A simple

definition is that science tells us why something

happens, while technology shows us how to make

it work. In mining terms, technology may be

something as relatively simple as choosing the

right tyre for a truck so that it can carry its rated

load safely and reliably in the mine environment –

or as complex as deploying the latest aerial

reconnaissance equipment in searching for minerals

in a remote and forbidding region of the earth.

Research and development can be considered as

part of the technology framework. In broad terms,

research can be equated to science, while

development concentrates on the practical

application of that science; in other words, 

the technology.

The Anglo Technical Division is the custodian

of some of the more specialised technologies

employed in the Anglo American Group. Anglo



surveying of prospective areas; a host of highly

sensitive instruments is used to detect magnetic

or conductive anomalies that are otherwise

invisible. Miniaturisation of the on-board electronics

means that the equipment can now be carried by

helicopter, or even airship, to provide slower

speed coverage and better resolution in promising

regions. The ground crews are then called in to

make a more detailed investigation, and here the

Division’s Geosciences Resource Group has a

unique assemblage of special tools and techniques.

Cooled by liquid helium, SQUID is a superconducting

quantum interference device that is exclusively

licensed to the Division and particularly useful for

finding buried metallic deposits such as nickel

sulphides that are masked by other conducting

minerals. As a spin-off, the sensitive magnetic

properties of SQUID are being assessed for

possible use by Anglo Field Services in rope-testing

instruments – a good example of the kind of

technology transfer across the Group that needs

to be continually fostered and encouraged. 

Anglo is widely acknowledged as the world

leader in hard-rock seismic exploration and the

latest Vibroseis systems, which have been

developed to locate geological features, greatly

extend ground-penetration capability and accuracy

in determining the structure of a mineral deposit –

essential information when planning how to mine

it and where to place the shafts.

There are many definitions of ‘ore’, but all

of them include some reference to economics, an

essential factor in evaluating the reserves of a

potential mine. Putting this into context, Carel

de Jager of the Division’s mining economics

section comments: “We only have one chance to

mine a deposit – if we get it wrong, we can’t put

it all back in the ground and start again.” Decisions

made at the conceptual stage will affect the cost

and profitability of a project for the remainder of

its life. Studies have shown that as much as

three-quarters of a project’s life-cycle costs are

committed when only a tiny percentage of the 

up-front costs has been spent. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORLD’S FIRST EXPLORATION
AIRSHIP will give De Beers a competitive edge in
prospecting. The Zeppelin’s equipment measures
magnetic field changes faster and more cheaply than
traditional surveys. Slower speed and low vibration
give higher image resolution, and promise improved
discovery rates

DE BEERS



Not only are ore deposits of any scale

becoming harder to find, their often remote location

in harsh regions lacking in infrastructure, allied to a

combination of frequently falling grades and the

presence, at times, of deleterious elements, such

as arsenic and selenium, makes for particularly

challenging conditions. A large copper project might

have had an average grade greater than 1% a

decade ago, but many new projects today have

reported grades of not much more than 0.5%. The

response of the mining industry to these challenges

has been three-pronged: more accurate mining,

fewer and larger pieces of equipment, and

innovative new extraction processes targeted more

precisely at the specific minerals we wish to recover.

Integration of mine-planning data with on-board

Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers and

machine controls allows the operator of a mining

shovel to load just the required ore from an

open-pit face with centimetre accuracy, saving

both transport and treatment costs. This is vital

for a mine such as Anglo Base Metals’ new zinc

mine at Skorpion in Namibia, where a front end

loader’s bucket load of ore may represent $100

worth of profit but the adjacent scoop of waste

could absorb $100 worth of reagents. A dragline

is an extremely large and expensive piece of

machinery, and it is essential to maximise its

productivity. A team from Anglo Coal is looking

at improvements to dragline operations,

employing the best practices from Australia and

South Africa. Changing a dragline’s bucket rigging

to a lighter, bolted construction instead of the

former welded pattern has not only reduced the
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Right: ANGLO COAL is
improving its dragline
operations in inventive
ways. With lighter,
quick-release designs,
buckets can now be
changed more quickly.
The weight saving
allows increased
capacity, improvements
in flow design and 
a corresponding
productivity boost

Opposite page top left: 
SQUID – Anglo
Technical’s super
conducting quantum
interference device –
boosts success rates in
finding certain buried
targets, like nickel
sulphides. It measures
minute changes in the
earth’s magnetic field,
producing improved
signal-to-noise ratios
over competing systems

Opposite page below
left: ANGLO AMERICAN
is widely acknowledged
as the world leader in

ANGLO COAL



maintenance time needed to change a worn

bucket but enabled an increase in capacity from

56 to 63 cubic metres, an extra 16 tonnes of

payload every cycle. Opencast mines of necessity

have to move a lot of waste rock in order to

expose the valuable ore, and pit slopes need to

be as steep as possible to minimise the amount

of waste that has to be handled. Anglo Technical

Division has done a lot of work in conjunction

with Anglo Coal, Anglo Base Metals and outside

suppliers to develop accurate and reliable

instruments, using techniques such as laser

photogrammetry and radar, to monitor pit walls

and secure their stability. Following the detection

of even the smallest movement, people and

machinery can immediately be withdrawn to a

safe place if necessary. A side-benefit is that pit

walls can be steepened, which enhances

extraction efficiency. In total contrast, engineers

from independently managed associate De Beers

and its joint venture partner Namdeb have

developed a new crawler vehicle for mining

diamonds from the seabed off the coasts of

South Africa and Namibia in up to 150 metres of

water. Special vision and monitoring systems are

fitted, so that the operator on the mother ship

above can guide the vehicle around obstacles and

to the most promising areas for mining – for

example, valleys and other depressions where the

diamonds have been concentrated through the

action of undersea currents.

A feature of the mining industry for many years

has been the steady growth in equipment size.

When I started my career in 1975, we marvelled

hard rock seismic
exploration, employing
advanced techniques and
interpretation methods
developed at least partly
in-house. The latest
Vibroseis systems
greatly extend ground
penetration capability
and accuracy in
determining a mine’s
geological structure

Below: THIS ‘ROBOLAB’
at Anglo Platinum’s
PPRust mine represents
a technological leap in
the daily online analysis
of samples from
platinum processing, 
and has helped to reduce
turnaround time to two
hours from sampling to
assay result
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at the huge new flotation cells coming into use

with a capacity of 32 cubic metres each; today,

300 cubic metre cells are used routinely. One large

unit typically costs less than two smaller ones of

equivalent capacity, with concomitant savings in

floor space, construction costs, piping, cabling and

instrumentation, although the cost of downtime,

whether owing to a breakdown or routine

maintenance, is more severe and investment in

specialised tools and equipment may offset some

of the initial capital savings. 

Opencast mining is synonymous with giant

trucks, but truck sizes were capped for several

years by the load-carrying capacity of the tyres

needed. The recent development of low-profile

radial-ply tyres has enabled truck design to 

move on again, and the largest units on the

market today have a nominal payload capacity 

of 360 tonnes. Tyres for these trucks are around

4 metres in diameter and weigh over 5 tonnes

each, so special tools and safety procedures are

needed to change them. 

The heart of a mine concentrator is typically the

crushing and milling section and here, too,

equipment sizes have been climbing. At the 

44%-owned Collahuasi copper mine in Chile,

where mining operations are conducted as high 

as 4,500 metres above sea level, three of the

world’s largest grinding mills were commissioned

in 2005, while similar units are on order for

Anglo Platinum’s new PPRust North project in

South Africa. These mills have outgrown the

power transmission capability of conventional

motors and gearboxes and, instead, are fitted

with gearless drives, the motor windings being

wrapped directly around the mill shell. Grinding is

a very energy-intensive process and can account

for as much as 30% of the total electricity

consumption of a mine. AngloGold Ashanti, Anglo

Base Metals and Anglo Platinum have invested in

‘expert’ computer control systems to optimise the

operation of all their large mills, continuously

striving to maximise the throughput at any given

moment by changing parameters such as mill

speed, ore-feed rate and dilution water flow.

These systems can increase production by as

much as 5% over the efforts of the best human

operators, as well as stabilising operations despite

constantly-changing ore-feed properties. Online

analytical instruments can provide valuable insights

into the operation of many processes at any given

moment, supplementing more accurate information

that is only received from the assay laboratory at

a later time. Anglo Platinum has installed a number

of ‘robolabs’ at its concentrators and smelters –

in conjunction with improved chemical-assay

techniques, these robotic laboratories provide

rapid feedback to plant operators so that the

dosage of reagents and other important parameters

can be adjusted to maintain the optimum economic

recovery conditions for the material being treated

at any given moment.

Anglo Research has a long history of process

innovation – and its staff are busier than ever

today. As noted earlier, new ore deposits tend to

be more difficult to treat, whether due to lower

grades, the nature of the valuable minerals, the

presence of harmful impurities or a scarcity of 

basic commodities such as water and power as a

consequence of remote or inhospitable locations.

Anglo Base Metals succesfully developed the

Skorpion project in Namibia which incorporates

zinc-extraction technology for the first time to 

treat an oxide zinc ore. Anglo Research staff were

engaged, together with technology partners from

Spain and Belgium, to prove the combination of

leaching, solvent-extraction and electro-winning

processes used at Skorpion at pilot scale. 

The deposit was previously uneconomic to mine,

but Skorpion is now one of the lowest-cost 

zinc producers in the world. Pilot plants are

normally operated at the Anglo Research site in

Johannesburg to test a number of new processes

with the potential to achieve significant cost

breakthroughs. Current examples are the erection of

an automated ore-upgrading unit and a mini pilot

plant to test a new nickel laterite treatment

process. Research into improving the understanding



THE WORLD’S BIGGEST
ISA Mill – an ultrafine
grinding unit – has
improved concentrate
recoveries at Anglo
Platinum’s Western Limb
Tailings Retreatment
plant. The new mill
regrinds tailings sands
from old mining
operations, liberating
very fine particles of
residual metals for
subsequent recovery

of platinum group metals characterisation during the

solvent-extraction refining step has enabled

significant capital cost savings to be realised during

the recent expansion at Anglo Platinum’s precious

metals refinery. Pressure leaching is another

technique that holds the prospect of selective

chemical processing of valuable minerals while

enabling impurities to be discarded, and Anglo

Research has developed comprehensive capabilities

in this regard. 

Geosciences staff from Anglo Technical Division

are researching hyperspectral scanning as a way to

automate the assessment of borehole cores, work

that is normally tedious and time-consuming. 

A thorough knowledge of the mineralogy of a

deposit, and the behaviour of the various minerals

through different processes, is essential to modern

process design and plant operation, and Anglo

Platinum has developed the largest automated

mineralogy laboratory at Anglo Research. This is

assisting in troubleshooting problems with existing

plants as well as the design of new ones, and is

particularly valuable in tracing the root cause of

unexplained anomalies where, for example, mining

is extended into a new area of previously-untreated

ground and deleterious mineral species are

ANGLO PLATINUM



encountered. This type of research has demonstrated

the benefits of fine-grinding technology in 

Anglo Platinum. Concentrator optimisation teams

have been established at Anglo Research to assist

the business units regarding optimisation of milling,

flotation and solid/liquid separation using global 

best-practice approaches.

Mining companies can no longer operate in

isolation, even if they operate in isolated

locations. Any new operation today requires an

Environmental Impact Assessment as part of the

planning and permitting procedures, and Anglo

Technical Division has developed a ‘toolbox’ of

techniques to ensure that all factors are taken into

account. Water is becoming an increasingly scarce

resource globally and new processes that minimise

water consumption and promote recycling are

being encouraged. Anglo Coal has taken the lead

in building an effluent treatment plant for waste

water from the entire area surrounding its South

African Coal Estates operations – not only

eliminating a potential pollution problem but also

producing potable water for the local communities.

Some of the more obvious legacies of mining

operations are the dumps of waste rock and 

plant tailings and here, too, specialist engineers

from Anglo Technical Division have been able 

to assist in optimising new designs to minimise

the footprint of these facilities, ensure safe

operation during their working lifetimes and then

plan for their subsequent rehabilitation after the

mine is closed.

Group companies operate several smelters,

and air pollution control is particularly important

here. Staff from Anglo Research worked with a

technology supplier from Australia to prove the

applicability of the Ausmelt high-intensity

submerged-injection furnace design to platinum-

bearing mattes at pilot scale for Anglo Platinum. Not

only have the new furnaces increased the capacity of

Anglo Platinum’s Waterval smelter in South Africa,

but they also capture some 85% of the sulphur

dioxide previously dispersed into the surrounding

atmosphere from the smelter chimney stack. 
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ANGLO COAL AUSTRALIA

ANGLO COAL
AUSTRALIA’S GERMAN
CREEK COAL MINE is
helping both to improve
safety and benefit the
environment by capturing
methane and selling it to
the local pipeline network.
Extracted from coal seams
in advance of mining,
the gas provides enough
energy to power around
16,000 homes



Energy efficiency is another aspect of Anglo’s

corporate environmental responsibility which is

receiving attention from the Group’s technology

specialists. Group companies use as much electricity

as a mid-sized country such as Chile or Finland and

energy constitutes about 7% of total operating

costs. Anglo’s Executive Board has set a target of 

a 15% reduction in specific energy consumption

across the Group by 2014, the equivalent of

removing a million cars from roads worldwide. 

Studies have shown that high-efficiency electric

motors, with better magnetic components and

insulation materials, cost marginally more to buy but

can recoup the additional cost several times over

during their working life. These motors are being

specified across a range of new projects, while

many are being retrofitted to existing plants.

Compressed air has been commonly used for power

transmission for many years, particularly in

underground mines, but much of it is dissipated
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ANGLO BASE METALS’
SKORPION ZINC MINE
in Namibia has scored
an international first by
using solvent-extraction
and electro-winning
technologies to process
primary zinc ore. Since
going into full production
in the first half of 2005
the mine and refinery
complex have operated
at design capacity
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Photograph on page 21:
ANGLO INDUSTRIAL
MINERALS’ new Tarmac
cement plant in Buxton
in England combines
paste-thickener
technology and low
oxides of nitrogen-burner
technologies with the
latest energy-efficient
pre-heater calciner
cement kiln design.
Tarmac’s investment in
clean, energy-efficient
technologies has seen
an overall reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions
and energy consumption 
of 22% and 40%,
respectively, per tonne
of cement
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through leakage and waste, especially in off-peak

periods when compressors have to run just to keep

the main pipes charged for a small number of

users. Electric-powered drills are being tested by

Anglo Platinum and associate AngloGold Ashanti;

not only are they cheaper to operate and

maintain, but they are also quieter, lighter in

weight and more powerful. Ore sorting and

alternative milling technologies also promise

significant future energy-saving potential.

As Anglo American chief executive Tony Trahar

has stated on numerous occasions, the safety

performance of the Group must continue to show

further improvement. Anglo Technical Division

must play its part in the application of appropriate

technology across the Group’s business units and

operations to assist in the drive to reduce injury

and fatality rates. Collisions between vehicles and

workers are an ongoing cause for concern,

particularly with the increasing use of ‘trackless’

mining methods. Tarmac, which forms the core of

Anglo Industrial Minerals, has been a leader in

fitting personnel warning devices to all of its

mobile plant, and also insists on reversing

protection devices being fitted to all trucks in use

at its plants, whether owned by the company or

visiting contractors. Trials of radio-based systems

for underground use are being conducted by Anglo

Platinum. Typically, they consist of a transponder

chip mounted in a miner’s cap lamp and a

detector unit on each vehicle. Modern battery

technology, similar to that employed in cellular

telephones, as well as LED lamps, can

substantially reduce the size and weight of the

cap lamp that each person working underground

has to carry. An ideal mine would have no people

routinely employed underground, with all

operations conducted automatically or by remote

control from surface. Some of the elements

required to achieve this vision are already

available, but cost and reliability remain at

unacceptable levels in most cases. De Beers has

implemented a small fleet of automatic trucks at

its Finsch mine in South Africa, transporting

kimberlite ore from loading points to underground

crushers on the same level, but the loaders are

still manually operated at present. Navigation of

vehicles underground remains one of the major

problem areas, since mining operations expand

continually and even main trunk routes can

change shape under the influence of rock

stresses. Expensive gyroscopic instruments based

on aircraft technology are available, but there is,

unfortunately, no low-cost equivalent to the

GPS used on surface. 

Legislation in many countries now requires

suppliers to take responsibility for the safe use of

the products they sell, and mining companies are no

exception. Anglo Coal has been particularly active in

this respect, given the potential impact of coal-

derived methane and carbon dioxide on global

climate in the future. Anglo has joined the 

US-based FutureGen Alliance, a public-private

partnership to design and construct the world’s first

fossil-fuel power plant with near-zero emissions.

The prototype plant will generate 275 MW of

electricity from coal, while capturing and

sequestering about 1 million tonnes of carbon

dioxide a year. Anglo Coal Australia has joined the

Coal21 Fund, an industry initiative established in

March 2006 to demonstrate promising technologies

for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from coal

utilisation. Anglo Coal and Shell Energy have formed

a new partnership called the Synergie Alliance which

will look at ways of combining Anglo American’s

mining expertise with Shell’s technology to develop

coal-to-gas-to-liquids projects, starting with a

demonstration plant at Anglo’s Monash Energy site

near Melbourne in Australia. This plant will produce

liquid fuels from the vast reserves of low-grade

brown coal in the area, the resulting carbon dioxide

being captured, liquefied and then pumped to

permanent storage in disused oil wells off the coast.

Anglo Platinum has also been active in developing

downstream uses for its products and has taken a

17.5% shareholding in Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells in

order to gain exposure to the commercialisation of

their jointly developed fuel cell technology.
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Technology doesn’t “just happen” – it has to

be nurtured and managed to ensure that the

future needs of the company can be met, and

that funds invested in technology development

will earn a positive return in future. Technical

director Tony Redman bears ultimate responsibility

for the Group’s technology portfolio, but he is

ably assisted by heads of Engineering, Geology,

Metallurgy and Mining and appropriate technical

specialists in the operating divisions and the

Anglo Technical Division. Co-ordination of efforts

across the business units, and continents, is

being assisted by thesource, Anglo’s new web-

based portal, which has facilitated the formation

of technology interest groups for smelting,

concentrators and for heavy mining equipment,

for example, enabling the exchange of

information and ideas between experienced

practitioners. An Anglo Technology Council is

being formed to improve communication of 

the Group’s research and development efforts,

and to improve multi-disciplinary R&D synergies

in identifying other shared technology-

development opportunities. A less-formal

technology foresight group has been set up

under the aegis of the Anglo Technical Division

and is looking at longer-term implications of

emerging or ‘blue sky’ technologies.

To quote Tony Trahar’s comment in a recent

Anglo American plc Annual Report: “Improving the

culture for innovation and entrepreneurialism

remains a key driver of growth.”
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